previously determined values during analysis. A fiducial network consisting of several fiducial sites can be used to provide a well-defined terrestrial reference frame. Fiducial network strategy has been discussed by Davidson The absolute orientation of the polyhedron is poorly determined without fiducial sites. The directions of the x-, y-, and z-axes are constrained by placing 10-km a priori standard deviations on each station and initial satellite position component. The direction of the z-axis is further constrained by the signature of Earth's daily rotation. Mathernatically speaking, the estimated z-component for each site will have a smaller error than the estimated x-and y-components and all of the errors will be correlated so that rotationally invariant quantities such as geocentric radius and baseline length are well determined. The intrinsic structure of the polyhedron is completely independent of its orientation.
The following analysis demonstrates a no-fiducial approach to global geodesy. Baseline lengths and geocentric radii are determined both precisely and accurately without the use of fiducial sites---the polyhedron is well defined. The polyhedron can be oriented arbitrarily or with information from other techniques such as SLR and VLBI. Consistent information from other techniques such as SLR and VLBI can be used to improve the no-fiducia! solution. Our analysis focuses on geodetic parameters. Herring et al. (1991) have obtained polar motion estimates using a no-fiducial approach. if the coordinates of two fiducials had been fixed in the above analysis, then the two fiducial geocentric radii and one fiducial baseline would have lead to systematic errors unless they were consistent within 15 cm and 2 mm + 4 parts per billion respectively. The no-fiducial approach also avoids the problem of using several different fiducial networks during an experiment because of missing data at particular fiducial sites. Regional GPS campaigns can utilize the no-fiducial approach by including data from global tracking sites in their analysis.
